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issuing bellicose statements threatening another round of fighting
with Israel. Israel, on her part, has warned that as long as the
Arabs continue with their "war of attrition"., she will continue
to cany out measures to reduce her casualties and show them
that "their war of attrition works against them"V20 and as a
matter of fact, by her successful reprisals and pre-emptive
strikes,121 Israel has to a large extent succeeded in proving her
point.
The UAR, however, has carefully kept open the possibility
that a peaceful settlement might be attained and it has not given
up hopes of regaining the Sinai and other occupied areas as part
of a settlement imposed by the superpowers that would force
Israel out of the occupied territories. In fact, if the superpowers
succeed in bringing about a settlement—which however appears to
be improbable at the moment—President Nasser can blame them
for any uncomfortable concessions that he might have to make
to the Israelis. This has become particularly important now since
the Fedayeens—who reject any peaceful settlement—have caught
the imagination of the Arab world. They are the new heroes of
the Arab youth and the idols of grown-up Arabs. They create
unrealistic hopes with their promises of eventual victory and,
in doing so, reduce the already slight prospects for meaningful
negotiations to end the stalemate.
It has been pointed out that the Arab demand for Israeli
withdrawal from all occupied territories which were under Arab
control prior to 5 June 1967, has been supported by the U.N.
 120	Record American, Boston, 14 February 1970, p. 4.
 121	Israelis have been hitting at targets in the UAR almost at will with
little opposition, and early in 1970, Egypt lost two radar installatkms and
a battle over an island in the Red Sea.   All these have demonstrated that
militarily, the Arabs are still no match for the Israelis.    Israeli action,
including the shelling across the Suez Canal, led the Soviet Union to accuse
her of "intimidating the UAR".    Current Digest of the Soviet Press, 26
March 1969, p. 24.
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